BikeMP3 INC
HG-W-IPD-V03 Digital MP3 Player

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

THE MP3 PLAYER IS NOT WATERPROOF; CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN WHEN SELECTING THE MOUNTING LOCATION TO AVOID WATER AND OTHER DAMAGE.

The unit plugs into the connector that is normally used for the Honda Goldwing CD changer. You cannot use this unit and the CD changer simultaneously. Only one device can be installed at a time. It is up to the individual consumer to decide where to mount the unit, but we found that locating the unit in the trunk provides the most security and maximum ease of installation. Simply run the cable behind the passenger seat, into the trunk, and secure the player to the trunk lid.

Installation of the unit in the trunk is quick and easy. It only requires a 6 mm hex head wrench for removing the saddle from the motorcycle. Depending on where you choose to install the unit, there may be no drilling of holes or cutting of the plastic body components, please visit our website video page (www.bikemp3.com) for a full installation video and installation suggestions.

To access the CD connector, you will need to remove the saddle from your GL1800. The connector for the CD changer is located on the left of the bike next to the frame cross member in a black rubber boot located behind the relays. Plug the provided MP3 player cable into the matching vacant CD changer connector and make sure you feel a firm click. Once installations of the unit in the desired location is complete plug the end of the connection cable firmly into the unit and tighten the retaining screws evenly each side a little at a time taking care not to cross thread the screws. 2006+ Navigation equipped models require the use of a programming dongle as follows.

DISCONNECT MP3 UNIT-CONNECT RESET-TURN ON IGNITION-TURN ON RADIO-SELECT CD-WAIT 10 SECONDS-TURN OFF IGNITION-RECONNECT MP3-DONE

PREPARING MEDIA

BOTH SD AND USB MEDIA MUST BE FORMATTED TO FAT 32 SINGLE PARTITION, SOME USB DRIVES COME FROM THE FACTORY WITH A “BOOTABLE” PARTITION THIS MUST BE DELETED PLEASE FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS THAT CAME WITH YOUR DRIVE TO DO THIS. CERTAIN USB DEVICES ARE SUPPLIED FROM THE FACTORY WITH A MENU SYSTEM THIS MUST BE REMOVED PRIOR TO FORMATTING PLEASE REFER TO THE MANUFACTURERS INSTRUCTIONS. ALL MUSIC MUST GO INTO FOLDERS. NO FILES OTHER THAN MP3 OR WMA SHOULD BE ON THE MEMORY DEVICE.

Songs must be transferred to your SD card or USB drive using Windows Explorer, Do Not Use Windows Media Player or iTunes. The units are capable of playing music in MP3 or WMA formats. Prepare your media as follows depending on the model of your motorcycle, folders must be called CD1, CD2 etc, this must be in upper case with no gaps any other format can cause display issues. Tracks may be named in any format although the player will index in the order copied to the card

NO MUSIC IN THE ROOT OF THE CARD/STICK OR FOLDERS IN FOLDERS.

- 2001 to 2010 Standard and Premium Audio Models
  - Folders 1 to 9 with 99 files in each folder
- 2006 to 2010 Navigation and Airbag Models (Including XM**)
  - Folders 1 to 6 with 99 files in each folder ** Some XM Bikes May Support 9 Folders

PLAYING MUSIC

Once the unit has been installed insert your prepared SD card or USB stick, turn the motorcycle ignition to the ON or Accessory position turn on the audio unit and select CD on the control panel. The Goldwing will display the current CD number (folder) and track number that is being played.

Note For SD Card Users To Insert The Card Push It Into The Slot Until You Feel The Spring Depress The Allow It To Pop Back And Lock In, To remove Push The Card In And It Will Pop Out, DO NOT PULL THE CARD OUT DAMAGE MAY OCCUR AND VOID YOUR WARRANTY.

To change tracks, press the Tune/Disc handlebar button once, either up or down.

To change folders, press and hold the Tune/Disc handlebar button for 2 seconds, either up or down.

To repeat the current song press down on the tune/disc handlebar button once

To use the AUX input on the unit remove any memory device and plug you AUX cable into the connection on the unit.

The ASEL-RPT-RDM button on the audio panel is not supported use of this button may case the audio system to lockup, if this happens disconnect the battery for 10 minutes.
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